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QUESTION 1

Users are experiencing Kerberos authentication problems when attempting to access CIFS shares on the AcmeFS01
SVM. However, users are able to access shares hosted on Windows servers. You verify that network connectivity,
between the SVM and the domain controllers, is working correctly. 

What should you do to troubleshoot the authentication issue? 

A. Ensure that the time on the ONTAP cluster is correct. 

B. Verify that the users\\' computers can resolve DNS hostnames. 

C. Verify that the users\\' computers can ping the SVM data LIF. 

D. Verify that the SVM data LIF is on its home port. 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 2

You need to non-disruptively remove a DS224C shelf from a 4-shelf stack. 

Which three actions should be performed to accomplish this task? (Choose three.) 

A. Ensure that an aggregate relocation has been performed. 

B. Ensure that the HA pair is not in a takeover state. 

C. Ensure that the stack is connected using multipath high availability. 

D. Ensure that each node is in a takeover state when you remove the cables. 

E. Ensure that no aggregates exist on the shelf. 

Correct Answer: ABC 

Reference: https://docs.netapp.com/platstor/index.jsp?topic=%2Fcom.netapp.doc.hw-ds-sas3-service%
2FGUID-74DE67F4-BDA9-4A70-9551-076F21AC592A.html 

 

QUESTION 3

A customer reports that a Linux system is unable to access a required NFS export on an ONTAP SVM named
"svm01-02". This is an important server in their NIS environment and users are unable to log in. Referring to the logs,
they see several notifications of the message shown below. 

"exports.netgroup.dnsNoPtrRec: IP address "192.168.1.13" does not have a reverse mapping for its corresponding
hostname in the configured name servers when evaluating the export-policy rules for netgroup "linux_1" on Vserver
"svm01- 02"." 

In this scenario, what is causing the problem? 
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A. The export policy has the wrong netgroups defined. 

B. The DNS server does not have the relevant mapping from the IP address to the hostname. 

C. The ns-switch sources are set to files,dns instead of hosts,dns. 

D. The netgroup definition in NIS is missing the 192.168.1.13 IP address. 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 4

You need to restore a large number of files from a Snapshot copy and grant users read/write access to the restored
data using CIFS. For comparison reasons, you must ensure that the currently active data in the volume is preserved. 

Which restore method should you use to accomplish this task? 

A. Use FlexClone to clone the volume, and specify the Snapshot copy from which to clone. 

B. Use SnapRestore to restore the volume, and specify the Snapshot copy from which to restore. 

C. Use NDMP to restore the data from the Snapshot copy back to the volume. 

D. Grant users read/write access to the Snapshot copy in the snapshot folder of the CIFS share. 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 5

You order a FAS8200 cluster with 4 TB SATA drives. Before executing the cluster setup command, you notice that ADP
is not being used. 

In this scenario, which statement is correct? 

A. Halt the nodes and configure ADP at the LOADER-X> prompt. 

B. Complete the cluster setup and use OnCommand System Manager to configure ADP. 

C. While executing the cluster setup command, reconfigure the disks to use ADP. 

D. Halt the nodes, boot to the special boot menu, and configure ADP. 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 6

Which two statements are true concerning FlexClone volumes? (Choose two.) 

A. A FlexClone volume can be created in a different aggregate than the parent volume if space is an issue. 

B. A FlexClone volume is created with the same language setting as its parent. 
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C. A FlexClone volume is created, any LUNs present in the parent volume are already online and mapped. 

D. A FlexClone volume is a point-in-time, writable copy of the parent FlexVol volume. 

Correct Answer: BD 

Reference:
https://library.netapp.com/ecmdocs/ECMP1196986/html/GUID-284A0B23-DE4D-4E97-B333EF4646D2CB1D.html 

 

QUESTION 7

A customer has added a new user account, "jsmith", on a UNIX NFS client using the /etc/passwd file on that client. The
NFS client has a mount, "/mountpoint", to an NTFS security style volume from an ONTAP SVM using NFSv3. The user
"jsmith" does not exist in the Windows domain. The user "jsmith" must be able to access this mount, but cannot.
According to company security policy, the customer cannot add the user "jsmith" to the Active Directory configuration. 

Which two actions will solve the problem? (Choose two.) 

A. Enable default Windows users for unknown UNIX users. 

B. From the UNIX client, use the chown -R jsmith command /mountpoint. 

C. Add the user to the /etc/passwd file on the storage controller. 

D. Configure the default Windows user to allow access to the proper SMB data. 

Correct Answer: BD 

 

QUESTION 8

You are provisioning a LUN for a server running Windows Server 2016. 

In this scenario, which ONTAP LUN OS type should you use? 

A. hyper_v 

B. windows 

C. windows_2008 

D. windows_gpt 

Correct Answer: B 

Reference: https://thinksystem.lenovofiles.com/help/topic/san_administration_guide/M_DDA6B457-854443AC-92E8-D8
46A0BA7671_.pdf (22) 

 

QUESTION 9

A FAS8200 system fails to boot because of a corrupted image on the boot media. Which action would be performed to
solve this problem? 
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A. Copy the boot image from the root volume of the node. 

B. Download a network image using the netboot procedure. 

C. Use the boot_recovery command from the LOADER prompt. 

D. Execute the boot_primary command at the loader. 

Correct Answer: D 

Reference: https://library.netapp.com/ecmdocs/ECMM1278407/html/sysadmin/GUID-7B9B378A-00014430-A82D-1382
E9A570C5.html 

 

QUESTION 10

Click the Exhibit button. 

You are troubleshooting HA interconnect link connection errors. 

Referring to the exhibit, which physical connections should you examine? 

A. 1 

B. 3B 

C. 3A 

D. 2 

Correct Answer: C 
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